As described in the IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology (1994), software maintenance is "The process of modifying a software system or component after delivery to correct faults, improve performance or other attributes, or adapt to a changed environment."
This leads to the next paper "An Empirical Study on the Importance of Source Code
Entities for Requirements Traceability. It investigates, using eye-tracking technology, what types of code elements developers visually examine when verifying traceability links recovered using IR-based techniques. They use this empirically collected information as a basis to fine tune the weights (TF/IDF) in the underlying IR technique. The results show that this helps to improve the accuracy of traceability link recovery.
Among approaches to recover traceability links, there has been recent work that uses topic models (Asuncion et al. 2010 ) and techniques such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al. 2003) . In the paper "Do Topics Make Sense to Managers and Developers? " the authors make use of topic models and investigate how professional and open source developers consider the relevancy of topics extracted from issue reports and how such topics reflect activities mined from version control systems.
In the paper "Modeling the 'Hurried' Bug Report Reading Process to Summarize Bug Reports" the authors propose an unsupervised approach for bug report summarization. The approach attempts to select sentences that deal with frequently discussed topics, while at the same time are close to the bug report title and description. The results show the superiority of the proposed approach with respect to those previously proposed. The authors also give evidence that the generated summaries are considered useful by developers.
One factor that often impacts software maintainability is the presence of code smells, i.e., symptoms of poor design or implementation choices (Fowler 1999) . In their paper "Detecting and Refactoring Code Smells in Spreadsheet Formulas" the authors define rules to identify smells in spreadsheets and propose visualization and refactoring techniques for such smells. They evaluate the approach over three case studies and also collect feedback from the spreadsheets' owners.
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